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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 158 pages.
Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.In the remote, rough-hewn mountainous regions of Virginia, there are many long-lost secrets. And there just might
be more than a little gold, too. Can five fearless adventurers from a mountain camp finally unearth a centuries-old pirate treasure Join them for the
expedition of their lifetime in High Vista, the blood-pumping novel by Kevin Gaylord that follows a group of friends over mountains, deep into caves,
across rivers, and ever closer to a bounty that could alter their destinies. Anyone who loves a fast-paced, high-flying adventure story will hang on
every word, as the intrepid climbers hang onto their own lives with little to hold them beside a perilous crevice. The action takes place in the 1950s,
right outside of Camp High Vista. The camp is a mountain climbers paradise, and has attracted five college students to work in its stunning
surroundings during the summer and get a much-needed break from the rigors of study, leaving the musty classroom behind for wide-open
summer air. Neil McEwan is taking leave of his home with his parents in North Carolina to spend a summer reveling in his beloved outdoors. Blond,
outgoing Sandy Bartlett has encouraged her childhood friend to join her at the camp. Together with her friends Cathy, Sam, and Ron, otherwise
known as Ace, they soon forge a band of outdoor enthusiasts who are more than game for the next great adventure. However, what begins as a
typical summer teaching kids the ropes of climbing and other outdoor pastimes quickly takes a very unexpected, exhilarating turn. When they find
a letter at the camp that reveals that long-lost pirate treasure is very likely within striking distance, they decide...
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